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Abstract

The rarity of conjunctival melanoma has

impeded progress in the management of

patients with this cancer; however, much

progress has occurred in recent years.

Primary acquired melanosis is now

differentiated histologically into

hypermelanosis and conjunctival melanocytic

intra-epithelial neoplasia, for which an

objective reproducible scoring system

has been developed. Mapping and clinical

staging of conjunctival disease has improved.

Adjunctive radiotherapy and topical

chemotherapy have made tumour control

more successful, with reduced morbidity.

Genetic analyses have identified BRAF and

other mutations, which may predict

responsiveness to new chemotherapeutic

agents, for example Vemurafenib, should

metastatic disease develop. Multicentre studies

are under way to enhance survival prediction

by integrating clinical stage of disease with

histological grade of malignancy and genetic

abnormalities. Such improved prognostication

would not only be more relevant to individual

patients, but would also provide greater

opportunities for basic science research.
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Introduction

Conjunctival melanoma (CoM) constitutes

about 2% of all ocular malignancies and 5% of

all ocular melanoma.1,2 CoM is the second most

frequent malignant neoplasm of the conjunctiva

after squamous cell carcinoma.3 In addition to

its rarity, there are several obstructive factors

compounding our understanding of CoM.

For example, the terminology of conjunctival

melanocytic lesions is confusing.1 There is no

consensus on the best therapeutic option of

CoM, as the available evidence is based on a

small number of case reports and on limited

case series.1,4 Furthermore, our understanding

of the biology of these neoplasms is hampered

by a lack of adequate correlation between

clinical, histological, and genetic features

of the disease.5

We have developed methods for clinical

mapping of conjunctival tumours6 (Figure 1).

This has enabled audits, which indicate that

medial tumours, especially those involving the

caruncle, carry a relatively poor prognosis.5

We have also devised a system for histological

scoring for conjunctival melanocytic intra-

epithelial neoplasia (C-MIN), which in our

institution has replaced the term primary

acquired melanosis (PAM) with varying

(subjectively evaluated) degrees of atypia.4

Our data have contributed to the development

of the 7th edition of the tumour–node–

metastasis (TNM) staging systemic compiled by

the American Joint Committee on Cancer

(AJCC).7,8 Multicentre studies are required to

integrate clinical findings with histological and

genetic data to enhance prognostication.

The aim of this article is to review

classification, staging, and management of CoM

and C-MIN.

Classification of conjunctival melanocytic

disease

On the basis of clinical features, conjunctival

melanocytic abnormalities can be divided

into ‘congenital’ and ‘acquired’8 (Table 1 and

Figure 2).

Histologically, conjunctival melanosis is

divided into two groups according to the

pathological processes involved:

‘hypermelanosis’ and ‘melanocytic neoplasia’

(Table 2 and Figure 3).
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‘PAM’ and C-MIN

Epidemiology

The prevalence of conjunctival melanocytic lesions is

reported to be up to 36% in Caucasians and 4% in non-

Caucasians; however, these figures are controversial.9

Clinical features

The term ‘PAM’ correctly describes the clinical

appearance of brown conjunctival pigmentation,

developing after birth, and unrelated to any underlying

ocular or systemic disease.

PAM presents at a median age of 56 years as unilateral,

unifocal or multifocal conjunctival melanosis, which is

brown, flat, and irregular. Some reports have noted a

higher incidence in female patients.10 This pigmentation

tends to ‘wax and wane’ with an increase and decrease in

horizontal extension.9 Not all conjunctival melanocytic

lesions are pigmented, and involvement of the cornea is

possible.1,11–13

Histomorphological description

The term ‘PAM’ incorrectly subsumes two pathological

processes under one term: (1) ‘hypermelanosis’—that is,

an increased accumulation of melanin in the cytoplasm

of conjunctival melanocytes or epithelial cells, and (2) the

active proliferation of conjunctival melanocytes. In

contrast, the term ‘conjunctival melanocytic intra-

epithelial neoplasia’ refers to PAM resulting only from

the latter process—that is, melanocytic proliferation. It is

a histological diagnosis. Scoring of C-MIN is based on the

pattern of horizontal epithelial involvement, the vertical

depth of melanocytic infiltration of the epithelium, and

the degree of cellular atypia, graded according to nuclear

and cellular diameter, as well as the presence of nucleoli

and mitotic figures. A score out of 10 is given; therefore, a

C-MIN score of 0 equates to ‘melanosis’ only; a C-MIN

score of 1 equates to ‘PAM with mild atypia’; a C-MIN

score of 2–3, ‘PAM with moderate atypia’; a C-MIN score

of 4, ‘PAM with severe atypia’; and a C-MIN score of 5 or

greater represents ‘CoM in situ’4 (Figure 4).

Differential diagnosis

The differential diagnosis of C-MIN includes various

causes of hypermelanosis (that is, freckle and complexion

melanosis), secondary melanosis (for example, Addison’s

disease and pigmented squamous cell carcinoma), and

sub-conjunctival pigmentation (that is, congenital ocular

melanocytosis).11 ‘Congenital ocular melanocytosis’ is

recognised by a scleral, slate-grey pigmentation beneath

a clear conjunctiva, which can be moved with a cotton

bud. Some types of melanosis require biopsy for

diagnosis and to establish the C-MIN score (Figure 5).

Treatment

Treatment of C-MIN/PAM is aimed at preventing

invasive melanoma. There is no consensus as to the best

form of management. Some advocate periodic

observation of small lesions.9 The therapeutic methods

include: excision with adjunctive cryotherapy, with or

without an amniotic-membrane graft;9,14,15 and topical

Figure 1 Conjunctival diagram for tumour mapping display-
ing the conjunctiva as a flat surface. The conjunctiva is divided
into quadrants. The centre of the conjunctiva is the centre of the
cornea. The limbus, bulbar conjunctiva, fornix, tarsal conjunc-
tiva, eyelid margin, and skin are progressively more peripheral.
Courtesy of Bertil Damato.6

Table 1 Clinical classification of conjunctival melanocytic
disease

Congenital
Freckle/ephelis
Racial/complexion melanosis

Acquired
Primary

Naevus
C-MIN or ‘PAM’ with/without atypia

Secondary
Local disease, for example, sqaumous cell carcinoma
Systemic disease, for example, Addison’s disease,
ochronosis
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chemotherapy with mitomycin C, 5-fluoro-uracil, and

interferon alpha-2-beta.10,16–18 The current trend is

towards topical chemotherapy.17,19

In Liverpool, our practice is to perform mapping

biopsies followed by topical chemotherapy with

mitomycin C 0.04%, four times daily, in four 7-day cycles

separated by rest periods of 3 weeks. Cryotherapy is

administered to non-responsive areas using liquid

nitrogen spray. We have occasionally treated patients

with a high C-MIN score with adjunctive brachytherapy

when mitomycin C was not successful. Patients are

reviewed 4–6 monthly afterwards, for 5 years, then

yearly indefinitely. Following resolution, mapping

biopsies are performed when new pigmentation

appears.5

Clinical course and prognosis

It has been reported that recurrence of conjunctival

melanoctyic lesions after excision is rare in cases without

evidence of cellular atypia, whereas recurrence of ‘PAM’

with atypia (that is, mild, moderate, and severe atypia, as

characterised by Folberg20) occurs in 60% of the cases

after excision alone, half of which recur in the form of

invasive melanoma. The mean time to recurrence after

unsuccessful treatment of PAM with atypia is 2.5 years.20

Conjunctival melanoma

Epidemiology

CoM has an incidence of 0.2–0.8 per million individuals

per year in the Caucasian population, with only rare

cases being reported in the non-Caucasians.1,3,21

Although some studies describe an equal incidence

in men and women,2,3 others have reported higher

frequency in male patients.2,21

Clinical picture

Up to 70% of invasive melanomas arise from C-MIN,

25% from naevi, or rarely de novo.1,2,9,11,22–25 CoM is a

unilateral disease that usually presents in adulthood at a

median age of 60 years and only rarely in childhood.26

These tumours commonly arise in the perilimbal,

Figure 2 Clinical appearance of conjunctival melanosis: (a) freckle, (b) racial, (c) melanocytic intra-epithelial neoplasia (C-MIN)
(d) invasive melanoma, and (e) pigmented squamous cell carcinoma.

Table 2 Histological classification of conjunctival melanocytic
disease

1. Hypermelanosis (increased deposition of melanin)

2. Conjunctival melanocytic intraepithelial neoplasia
Intra-epithelial

Benign (C-MIN¼ 0–4)
Malignant (C-MIN X5)

Stromal
Benign (naevus)
Malignant (invasive melanoma)
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interpalpebral, bulbar conjunctiva, plica semilunaris, and

caruncle. Invasive melanoma is mostly single but rare

cases of multifocal tumours have been reported.11 They

can be pigmented or non-pigmented, the edges can be

discrete or diffuse or mixed, and 50% are associated

with C-MIN.8

Corneal involvement may result from tumours

adjacent to the limbus, but the Bowman’s membrane acts

as a barrier against deep invasion.1 Local tumour seeding

can occur spontaneously to the adjacent lid or skin by

inoculation of tissues during excision or harvesting

mucous membrane for grafting through contaminated

instruments.4,27 Rarely, the tumour can spread into the

globe, especially after inadequate treatment. There can

also be invasion of the orbit, nasolacrimal duct, and

sinuses.2,4,25

Histopathological description

CoM show invasion of atypical melanocytes from the

overlying conjunctival epithelium penetrating the

basement membrane into the subepithelial connective

tissue (substantia propria).11 Histopathologic evaluation

of peripheral and deep margins with respect to tumour

infiltration is necessary. To best judge the depth of

penetration of the tumour, histological sections should be

made perpendicular to the epithelial surface (Figure 6).

This requires the surgeon to place the specimen on a

paper mount, taking care not to traumatise the tissues

when doing so.4

Differential diagnosis

The differential diagnosis includes: (1) conjunctival

naevi, which usually arise in childhood or adolescence,

most commonly in the bulbar conjunctiva and caruncle,

and usually contain clear cysts;11 (2) squamous cell

carcinoma and conjunctival squamous intra-epithelial

neoplasia are usually amelanotic, but can acquire

pigmentation and resemble CoM;11 (3) rare lesions such

as staphylomas, subconjunctival haematomas, foreign

bodies and haematic cysts;1 (4) epibulbar extension of

uveal melanoma and melanocytoma, which may

require high-frequency ultrasonography for detection;28

and (5) metastatic cutaneous melanoma.29 We prefer

excisional biopsy to incisional biopsy, which is

dangerous because it can cause seeding if the tumour

is a melanoma.

Management

Exenteration for CoM has become rare, thanks to

the advances in cryotherapy, radiotherapy, and

chemotherapy.5

Our surgical approach has been described previously5

(Figure 7). First, the conjunctival incision lines are

marked on the conjunctiva with bipolar diathermy,

Figure 3 Histology micrographs of conjunctival melanosis (haematoxylin and eosin): (a) freckle/racial, (b) C-MIN¼ 1, (c) C-MINX5,
(d) naevus, and (e) melanoma.
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which also prevents haemorrhage. If the tumour

extends to limbus, then the affected corneal epithelium is

debrided using alcohol and a Bard–Parker knife. Using

blunt-tipped spring scissors, the tumour is excised, with

minimal safety margins, using a no-touch technique and

ensuring meticulous haemostasis. Any adhesion to the

sclera is treated with bipolar diathermy, leaving the

sclera surface intact. The corneal part of the tumour is

dissected with a Bard–Parker knife to include the

debrided, affected corneal epithelium. Just before the

excision is completed, the specimen is placed on a paper

mount, stabilised by a narrow bridge of tissues, which

also prevents scrolling. Using fresh instruments, the

conjunctiva is undermined and closed with interrupted,

absorbable sutures. Once the conjunctival wound has

healed, adjunctive brachytherapy is applied using a

15-mm ruthenium plaque and administering a dose

of 100 Gy to a depth of 1 mm. If there is diffuse,

lateral, intra-epithelial spread or underlying C-MIN,

then adjunctive topical chemotherapy with mitomycin C

is administered. We do not perform lamellar sclera

excision, which causes an unsightly scar and may

increase the chances of melanoma recurrence in this area,

with possible intraocular infiltration. An amniotic

membrane graft is only rarely necessary. The

brachytherapy is administered even if histology suggests

complete surgical clearance, as conventional sectioning

may have missed the deepest part of the tumour. If the

tumour involves the fornix or caruncular area, then we

administer proton-beam radiotherapy5 (Figure 8).

In extensive disease, when the eye cannot be

salvaged, orbital exenteration with or without adjuvant

radiotherapy is required.27 Paridaens et al.30 have

suggested that this is only palliative, not having

any effect on survival.

The use of sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) for the

purpose of staging of the disease and identifying patients

with micro nodal metatsasis is controversial.31–33 SLNB

has shown benefit in the ocular adnexal tumours of 2 mm

thickness or more, but may be useful in less thick

tumours if associated with ulceration.33 However, there

is no consensus about when this should be performed,

and in whom, and the technique requires special

expertise.34 It is noteworthy that up to 50% of the patients

Figure 4 Scoring system of C-MIN. The maximum score is 10. From Damato and Coupland,4 Expert Rev Anticancer Ther 2009.
Published with permission from the authors.
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with systemic metastases show regional lymph node

involvement before systemic involvement;35 conversely,

26% of the patients with regional metastases never

develop systemic disease.36

With regards to systemic screening in high-risk

patients, this generally involves full medical

examination, chest radiography, liver ultrasound scans,

liver function tests, performed every 6 months for

10 years and is undertaken routinely in some centres.

Although the role of positron emission tomography

(PET) is still uncertain,32 whole-body PET/CT has been

reported to be superior to routine radiographic imaging

Figure 5 C-MIN of the upper lid (a), and bulbar and forniceal conjunctiva (b). (c) Racial/complexion melanosis.

Figure 6 Histological micrographs demonstrating invasive C-MIN. Epithelioid cells are present, some of which are arranged in
nests. The tumour cells invade the substantia propria. Haematoxylin and eosin (a and b). The neoplastic cells are positive for melan-A
(c and d). Courtesy of Sarah E Coupland.
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modalities in detecting systemic metastasis, specifically

bone involvement, but its use is limited by its high cost,

false negative results and nonspecificity.37

Prognosis

Patients with tumours located in the forniceal

conjunctiva, caruncle, plica semilunaris or eyelid margins

have been shown to have a poorer prognosis.5,27 Local

tumour recurrence is reported to occur in more than 50%

of these cases.23,38,39 Risk factors for recurrence are

reported to be: multifocal disease, non-limbal position of

the tumour, involvement of the surgical margin, and

surgical excision without adjunctive treatment.27,40 Our

rates of recurrence are only 1.5% at a median of 2.2 years

for patients treated primarily at our centre and 1.9% at a

median 1.6 years (range 0–6.98) for salvage therapy for

patients who initially had surgery elsewhere. This is

likely to be because we routinely administer adjunctive

radiotherapy irrespective of histological clearance.5 The

mean time to recurrence is estimated to be 2.5 years.27

Owing to uncontrollable recurrent disease, up to 20%

of patients eventually require exenteration.27,38 In our

series of 76 patients with a follow-up of up to 13 years,

exenteration was necessary in only one patient. This

was a patient who was initially treated elsewhere then

subsequently at our centre, before we started adjunctive

radiotherapy.5

Metastatic disease develops in 20–30% of

patients.8,27,39,41 Clinical risk factors include: disease

recurrence, involvement of non-bulbar conjunctiva,

medial bulbar conjunctiva, caruncle and plica

semilunaris, and tumour thickness of more than

2 mm.23,27,30,35,39,42 Clinically, CoMs are staged according

to the 7th edition of TNM system developed by the AJCC

and the International Union for Cancer Control (UICC).7

Poor prognostic histopathological features comprise high

mitotic count, presence of epithelioid cells, diffuse intra-

epithelial disease, extravascular matrix pattern,

lymphatic invasion/microvascular density,

lymphocytic/macrophage infiltration, and surface

ulceration.4,27,43 There is compelling circumstantial

evidence correlating local-tumour recurrence with

metastasis.8,27,39,41 In 45–60% of cases, the first site for

metastasis is the regional lymph nodes, developing after

a median of 2.3 years.44 Systemic disease most commonly

involves lungs, brain, liver, skin, bones, and

gastrointestinal tract, and is typically detected at a

median of 3.4 years.40 The estimated 5-years mortality of

CoM is 12–19%, whereas the 10-years mortality rate is

B30%.1,23,25,27,42

Genetic abnormalities of CoM

CoMs show mutation of BRAF (7q34).45,46,49–52,55

This gene encodes a serine/threonine kinase in the

Figure 7 Surgical technique for excision of conjunctival tumours. Copied with permission from Damato and Coupland. Expert Rev.
Anticancer Ther 2009.4
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Figure 8 Examples of CoMs treated with radiotherapy: (a1) right CoM: involving the nasal bulbar conjunctiva, caruncle, and fornices,
(b1) complete resolution of the tumour after excision, proton beam radiotherapy, and topical chemotherapy, (a2) right nasal bulbar
CoM, (b2) same patient in (a2) after excision, ruthenium brachytherapy and topical mitomycin C.

Table 3 Summary of some studies investigating genetic alterations in conjunctival melanocytic disease

Reference Tissue Methodology Findings No. of cases

Lake and Jmor
et al45

Formalin-fixed,
paraffin
embedded
(FFPE)

Multiplex ligation-dependant
probe amplification (MLPA)

BRAF (7q34) mutation 8 of 16 primary CoM
4 of 6 metastatic CoM

CDKN1A (6p21.2) amplification 11 of 16 primary CoM
RUNX2 (6p21.2) amplification 16 of 21 primary CoM
MLH1 (3p22.1) Frequently amplified in metastatic
TIMP2 (17q25.3) CoM
MGMT (20q26.3) Frequently deleted in metastatic
ECHS1 (10q26.3) CoM
BDH (3q) Amplified telomeres in metastatic
FLJ20265 (4p) CoM: BDH(3q), FLJ20265 (4p),
OPRL1 (20q) OPRL1 (20q), PAO (10q)
PAO (10q) PAO amplified in 7 of 7 metastatic CoM

and 2 of 28 primary CoM
Populo et al46 FFPE Bidirectional sequencing BRAF mutation 0 of 8 melanoma

NRAS (1p13) mutation 0 of 8 melanoma
Busam et al47 FFPE Fluorescence in situ hybridisation

(FISH)
RREB1 (6p25) gain 8 of 8 melanoma

CCND1 (11q13) amplification 4 of 8 melanoma
Dratviman-
Storobinsky et al48

Mass spectrometry (Sequenom)
and direct sequencing

GNAQ (9p21) mutation 0 of 40 melanocytic tumours

Beadling et al49 FFPE Bidirectional sequencing BRAF mutation 4 of 15 melanoma
FRET qPCR NRAS mutation 0 of 11 melanoma
RT-PCR and FISH for copy
number

KIT mutation 1 of 13 melanoma

KIT amplification 1 of 14 melanoma
Goldenberg-Cohen
et al50

FFPE Mutector assay and direct
sequencing

BRAF mutation 14 of 28 naevi

BRAF mutation 2 of 5 melanoma
BRAF mutation 0 of 15 C-MIN (PAM)

Gear et al51 FFPE Heteroduplex analysis and direct
sequencing

BRAF mutation 5 of 22 melanoma

Spendlove et al52 FFPE Direct sequencing BRAF mutation 3 of 21 melanoma
Vajdic et al53 FFPE Comparative genomic

hybridisation
6p, 6q, 10p, 10q, and 17p loss and
8p,11p, 13q, and 22q gain

1 melanoma

McNamara et al54 Fresh FISH Trisomy 3 1 melanoma
Tetrasomy 3 1 melanoma
11p gain 1 melanoma

Dahlenfors
et al55

Unknown Karyotyping 4q gain 1 melanoma
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mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway,

which is involved in signal transduction.52 Using

multiplex ligation-dependant probe amplification

(MLPA), we have confirmed the presence of the BRAF

V600E mutation in 50% of primary and metastatic

CoM.45 We now test all CoMs routinely for the BRAF

V600E mutation, which may predict responsiveness to

Vemurafenib should the patient develop metastatic

disease.56 We have also demonstrated that primary CoM

showed amplification of CDKN1A and RUNX2 (both

6p21.2); in metastatic CoM, MLH1 (3p22.1) and TIMP2

(17q25.3) were frequently amplified, and MGMT

(20q26.3) and ECHS1 (10q26.3) were frequently deleted.45

Many other genetic alterations have been identified

in CoMs, Table 3 summarises some of the key findings.

The significance of these abnormalities remains to be

established.

Conclusions

This review shows that much progress has occurred

in the classification, diagnosis, treatment, and

prognostication of CoM in recent years. In a growing

number of centres, the vague term ‘PAM’ is being

replaced by C-MIN, which is more precise,

differentiating atypical melanocytic proliferation from

hypermelanosis. Instead of being described confusingly

as ‘mild, moderate, and severe’, the degree

of cellular atypia and extent of intra-epithelial

involvement of C-MIN is now being scored objectively.

Mapping of conjunctival disease has improved. The

TNM staging has also been enhanced, with the 7th

edition including in situ melanoma and correlating better

with survival. Local tumour control has improved

considerably by administering adjunctive radiotherapy

to all patients after excision. Topical chemotherapy

with mitomycin C, although not a panacea, is proving

far superior to cryotherapy. Exenteration is only

rarely required nowadays. Genetic analysis now

identifies patients who may benefit from agents

such as Vemurafenib, should metastatic disease

develop.

Multicentre studies are under way to improve

prognostication by integrating TNM stage with

histological and genetic predictors, as has been

achieved with uveal melanomas. In addition to

making prognostication more relevant to individual

patients, such studies will provide a better

understanding of the molecular drivers of CoM, and

therefore could provide insight into novel methods of

prolonging life in patients with CoM.
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